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Abstract � Before signals of a digital circuit reach
steady state� gates can have multiple transitions� Since
the power is dissipated in a CMOS circuit mainly due to
transitions� the extra transitions increase power consump�
tion� These transitions are the hazard pulses generated
by logic gates when signals arrive by paths of varying de�
lays� The maximum width of a hazard pulse produced by a
gate is the maximum di�erence between the delays of inci�
dent paths� which is generally much smaller than the clock
period� We propose suppression of hazard pulses by in�
creasing the delays of gates where hazards could have been
generated� Thus� a hazard �ltering gate has a delay which
is at least as much as the di�erential delay of its input
paths� We give examples to illustrate the novel technique
and also indicate that the overall reduction in the circuit
speed may not be too much with proper sizing of transis�
tors� while there can be a signi�cant reduction in power
consumption�

� Introduction

Low power design of digital circuits is an important
aspect of today�s mobile electronic systems� Power dissipa�
tion in a CMOS circuit consists of four components ��� �� ��	

�� functional switching� 
�� hazard or glitches� 
�� short
circuit and 
�� leakage� Functional switching power is the
essential component as it corresponds to the desired logic
states� Hazard or glitch power is consumed by transients
before a steady logic state is achieved� In general� combina�
tional logic produces such transients and design techniques
often eliminate their eect from the overall system func�
tion� Thus� hazards consume about ������ of the total
power even though they do not eect the operation of the
system 
���� p� ����� For a �� � �� bit multiplier with a
logic depth of ��� hazards are found to consume as much
as ��� of the total power 
���� p� ���� Elimination of these
hazards is the topic of this paper�

Short circuit power is consumed at the time of ac�
tual switching of transistors of a logic gate� This happens
due to a momentary short circuit path produced between
the power supply and ground� In properly designed cir�
cuits this component is negligible� The leakage power is
due to the very small current that continues to �ow af�
ter a CMOS gate has reached steady state� It depends on
the open circuit resistance of transistors that are in the
open state� Unless some transistors are faulty� the leakage
power is several orders smaller in magnitude than all other
components of power�

During charging and discharging of gate capaci�
tances� power is consumed in the short circuit resistances
of transistors� Since heat dissipation is proportional to the
square of the voltage� low voltage operation is one of the
most eective methods of reducing power� Any reduction
in the operating speed can be compensated by pipelining
or parallelizing the computation� which increases the hard�
ware 
and power dissipation� only in inverse proportion of
the voltage� This technique is discussed in detail in the
recent literature ��� �� �� ���

Another method� adiabatic computing� dynamically
varies power supply� It involves increased delay and ad�
ditional hardware� However� the technique has been ef�
fectively implemented ���� Both� low voltage and adiabatic
computing methods� reduce the power consumed by all sig�
nal transitions 
functional or hazard�� A low power design
would still consume about ������ of the total power in
hazards� The number of hazard�related transitions grows
as O
N��� N being the logic depth 
���� pp� �������

Special algorithms and logic design methods have
been reported for low power systems� Some earlier mul�
tiplier architectures increased the computing speed by re�
ducing logic activity ��� ��� They reduce functional activity
as well as hazards ��� ��� A method of eliminating haz�
ards is to balance delays of multipath signals arriving at
a gate� either by using a tree�like logic structure or by in�
serting delay buers in small delay paths� The balanced
delay technique is sensitive to delay tolerances� It also
adds power dissipation due to delay buers� The retiming
method� in which �ip��ops are moved without changing
the function of the circuit� is also used for hazard reduc�
tion 
���� p� ����� Flip��ops are moved to nodes with high
hazard activity� However� the number of combinational
nodes with potential hazards is typically much larger than
the number of �ip��ops� Also� the permitted movement of
�ip��ops is restricted by retiming rules� Another method
is to use self�timed design in which a combinational ele�
ment would not compute until all inputs have stabilized�
This requires additional circuitry to generate the timing or
enable signals for various stages of logic 
���� pp� ���������
��� ��� ���� The added circuitry reduces the power saving�

� Hazards

In the circuit of Fig� �
a�� each gate has � unit of
delay and the input changes occur simultaneously� In gen�
eral� gates can have any delays and input changes can be
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Figure �	 Hazard generation in logic circuits

staggered by assigning delays to primary inputs� In Fig�
�
a�� the output returns to the logic � state after comple�
tion of a transient pulse of width w� This pulse is called a
static hazard� Its width w equals the delay of the inverter�
� unit of time in this case� In Fig� �
b�� the OR gate pro�
duces a static hazard of � unit� The output of the AND
gate has a logic value change from � to �� The transient
consists of three edges� two rising and one falling� This is
a dynamic hazard with a combined width 
w� of � units�

The number of edges in transients at the output of a
gate may equal the number of paths arriving at its inputs�
The position of each edge in time corresponds to the delay
of a path� Suppose� a gate has k inputs� Each input can
have several arriving paths� Let �ip be the delay of pth
path arriving at input i� Then� the total width of hazard
at the output of the gate is given by

w � max
p�q


�ip ��jq�� for all i� j � �� �� ���k� i �� j 
��

The delay w is de�ned as the di�erential path delay for the
gate� For a single input gate� like inverter� w is � and the
gate will never generate a hazard� It may just pass the
hazard to its output if one arrives at the input� A hazard
producing gate is a gate which can generate a hazard at
its output when there is no hazard at any of its inputs�
Two necessary conditions are	 
�� gate should have two or
more inputs and 
�� the dierential path delay 
w� should
be greater than ��

The meaningful outputs of a logic circuit are the
steady state signals� Synchronous systems use a clock
signal to sample the output as shown in Fig� �� Input
changes and output sampling are synchronized with a pe�
riodic clock edge� whose period is chosen greater than the
maximum delay of any path in the logic� The delay of a
signal has two components	 pure and inertial delays �����

Pure delay simply shifts the waveform in time� It is
caused by gate interconnects acting like transmission lines�
Thus a narrow hazard pulse may be delayed by a large pure
delay without any change in shape� Inertial delay is due
to the �nite switching speed of transistors� It is modeled
as the time of charge or discharge for the output capac�
itance of a gate through the resistance of transistors in
the current path� This delay can severely distort a hazard
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Figure �	 Hazard elimination by clocked sampling

pulse� For example� a narrow pulse at the input of a gate
can be reduced in height and width� or even completely
eliminated� at the output� The dierential delay of a gate
contains both components of delay�

Asynchronous systems contain no clock and hazards
must be eliminated by special circuit design methods �����
Of interest here is a technique of �ltering hazards by adding
inertial delays to outputs of a logic network� Inertial delay

or simply delay in the present discussion� is the time a
device takes to switch the output after the cause for that
change has occurred at its input� If the output delay is
made greater than the width of hazards as given by 
���
then the hazards will be �ltered out� In an asynchronous
system� we eliminate hazards only at the output of the
combinational network� However� hazards on internal sig�
nals also consume power and should be eliminated� We
will� therefore� �lter a hazard as soon as it is generated �����
Hazards can be prevented by using precharge �domino�
logic 
���� p� ���� In that technology� signals change only
once for each precharge� However� the precharge power
more than compensates for any saving due to hazard elim�
ination� The present technique is targeted for the static
CMOS technology�

� Energy Dissipation due to a Hazard

The energy consumed in a CMOS circuit due to a
hazard pulse can be analyzed by examining the inverter
circuit of Fig� �� A pulse of width w is being transmit�
ted through the inverter� Fig� �
b� gives a two transistor
implementation of the inverter� P is a PMOS transistor
which shorts the supply VDD to the output when the gate
input 
shown with a circle� is low� N � the NMOS tran�
sistor� shorts the output to ground when its gate input is
high� Suppose� the short�circuit impedance of each tran�
sistor is R and the total capacitance of the output node
is C� Figs� � 
a� and 
b� assume ideal transistor switches
with R � ��

In Fig� �
c�� transistor switches have non�zero re�
sistances� This model depicts any CMOS gate where the
single PMOS and NMOS transistors would be replaced by
clusters of transistors of each type� Before the falling edge
of the input pulse� N is shorted and P is open� We assume
that the open�circuit resistance of a transistor is in�nitely
high� Thus no current �ows from the supply and the out�
put is grounded� C has no electric charge� At the falling
edge 
t � ��� P is shorted and N opened� causing a charg�
ing current i
t� through the series path of R and C	
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Figure �	 Energy dissipation in a CMOS circuit
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The charging of C raises the output voltage until the
time t � w when the rising edge occurs at the input� The
energy drawn from the supply is ���	

E
w� �

Z w

�

VDDi
t�dt � CV �

DD
�� e�
w

RC � 
��

Half of this energy is dissipated as heat in the resis�
tance R� The other half is stored in C� Thus� the energy
dissipated by a gate is proportional to the number of sig�
nal transitions at its output� If the pulse width w is much
greater than the time constant RC� the output voltage rises
to VDD causing maximum energy consumption	

Emax � CV �

DD� w �� RC 
��

The rising edge occurs at t � w and opens P while
shorting N � Now the capacitor discharges and the stored
energy is dissipated in the resistance R of N � Fig� � shows
several cases of energy dissipation as the time constant RC
is increased with respect to the pulse width w� When RC

is about four times the pulse width� the output pulse is
almost completely eliminated� saving ��� of energy�

The RC time constant in the above analysis is a mea�
sure of the switching delay of a CMOS gate� C consists of
the parasitic capacitances of the gate structure and rout�
ing� R is the short circuit resistance of transistors and can
be controlled by changing the width and length of channels
in MOS devices� Thus� the delay of a gate can be increased
by reducing the channel widths of transistors� Such varia�
tions are generally known as transistor sizing and are used
for the optimization of chip area and timing �����

� Increasing Delay for Hazard Filtering

We start with given delays for all gates and inter�
connections in an initial version of the circuit� These are

w


a� RC �� w� Energy � CV �

DD � Emax


b� RC � ���w� Energy � ����Emax


c� RC � ���w� Energy � ����Emax


d� RC � ���w� Energy � ����Emax


e� RC � ���w� Energy � ����Emax

Figure �	 Eect of gate delay on energy dissipation

generally computed for simulation using a variety of meth�
ods discussed in the literature 
����� Chapter ��� For ac�
curate data� one may use an initial layout of the circuit
from which routing capacitances can be extracted� If time
skews are speci�ed for primary input changes� then the
inputs can be assigned delays� Otherwise� all inputs are
assumed to have zero delay� In general� gates may have
dierent delays for rising and falling signals� For such a
case we will consider two logical paths for each physical
path� One of these paths will have the delay that a rising
transition takes to propagate� and the other path has the
delay of the falling transition�

Dierential path delay 
w� is computed for each gate
according to Equation 
��� All gates with single input will
have w � �� Their delays can be optionally reduced to
smallest permissible value� Once delays are changed� dif�
ferential path delays are recomputed� Adjustment of de�
lays for hazard suppression is done from inputs to outputs�
If the delay of gate g is d
g� and its dierential path delay
is w
g�� then we require�

d
g� � �� w
g�� � � � 
��

The ratio � is chosen any number equal to or greater
than �� The procedure of dierential path delay computa�
tion and delay increase is iteratively applied� In one iter�
ation many gates� whose delays do not aect each other�s
paths� can be simultaneously adjusted� Since the delay of
a gate depends on the RC time constant� either R� or C�
or both can be changed� The resistance R depends on the
channel width and length of transistors and is easy to ad�
just� Adjustment of C is generally di�cult as it is layout
dependent�
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Figure �	 Examples of balanced delay and hazard �ltering

Fig� � illustrates the dierence between our method
and that of balancing delays� The original circuit of Fig�
�
a� has three gates� each with � unit of delay� To balance
path delays� in Fig� �
b� we have reduced the delay of the
inverter to ��� unit and inserted two buers with delays
of ��� and ��� units� Maximum delay of the circuit is now
��� units� Our design� shown in Fig� �
c�� also has the
inverter delay reduced to ��� unit� This can be done since
the dierential path delay of inverter is �� Using � � �� we
leave the OR gate unchanged and increase the delay of the
NAND gate to � units� The overall delay is now ��� units�
Apparently� the application must demand power reduction
to be more critical than the speed� The balanced delay
design has two buers that add to power consumption�

� A Simulated Example

We simulated the full�adder circuit of Fig� �
a� us�
ing the Spice simulator ����� All gates are implemented
in � micron CMOS technology� AND and OR gates are
implemented as NAND and NOR� respectively� followed
by inverters� To obtain a uniform delay for all gates� the
inverters in the AND gates with double fanout have their
transistor sizes doubled� In Fig� �
a�� all gates are shown
with � unit delay 
about �ns��

The result of Spice simulation for three input transi�
tions� applied at intervals of ��ns� is given in Fig� �� No
hazard is produced at HS� because the multipath dier�
ential delay 
w� at this gate is � unit� which equals its
own delay� Thus� the pulse of unit width that could have
been produced around ��ns� has been �ltered� At ��ns�
there are hazards at Q� 
w � � units� and S� 
w � �
units�� At ��ns� there are hazards at C�B 
w � � units��
P� 
propagated from C�B� and S�� The applied inputs do
not produce any hazard at C� 
w � � units��

In Fig� �
b�� the full�adder is modi�ed according to
the procedure of Section �� Assuming � � �� the delay
of HS� is not changed� Since the dierential delay 
w� at
C�B is � units� the delay of that AND gate is increased
to � units� This is done by sizing the transistors of the
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Figure �	 Full�adder circuits used in Spice simulation

internal NAND to ����� and leaving the output inverter
as �� for driving the double fanout� Transistors in the
NOR of Q� are sized ����� since w � �� For the NOR
of C�� w � �� and it is sized as ����� The output S� has
w � � and the NAND part of that AND gate is sized as
������ In the waveforms� obtained from Spice simulation�
all hazards at ��ns and ��ns have been �ltered out� An
estimate of power consumption can be obtained from tran�
sitions� Ignoring the transitions on primary inputs 
A�� B�
and C��� the circuit of Fig� �
a� produces �� transitions

Fig� ��� The circuit of Fig� �
b� has only �� transitions
in Fig� �� This ��� reduction in activity should give rise
to a proportionate reduction in power consumption�

Fig� � shows the power supply current IDD for two
circuits� We notice that even at ��ns� where the two cir�
cuits have the same number of transitions� there is some
reduction in current� The reduction is more signi�cant
at ��ns and at ��ns where hazards have been eliminated�
Waveforms include short�circuit and quiescent currents�

� Conclusion

We see two advantages of the present method	 
��
The system need not generate evaluation signals 
delayed
clocks� requiring critical hardware which may impact the
yield ���� ���� 
�� Manufacturing variations of delays�
which aect the balanced delay method 
���� p� ����� can
be accounted for by using tolerances in computing dier�
ential path delays� The technique adds delays in a graded
fashion� As the signal propagates toward outputs� it en�
counters slower gates� The basic idea is to suppress hazards
just as they are generated and before they have consumed
any energy� Thus� single input gates like inverters and
buers can be made faster whenever possible� The cost of
energy saving is the reduced speed� With smaller depth�
the overall speed reduction will be less� Similarly� other
methods of logic design� which eliminate certain types of
hazards ����� will reduce the delay penalty� In general�
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Figure �	 Spice simulation of nominal delay full�adder
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Figure �	 Spice simulation of full�adder with hazard��lter

the short�circuit power is small ��� �� ��� However� the
in�uence of the increased switching time of transistors re�
quires a careful study� The present method can be used
in combination with the method of power reduction by
voltage scaling ��� ��� Our technique is suitable for both
synchronous and asynchronous systems� In a conventional
asynchronous circuit� one �lters hazards only at the output
of the combinational logic� That leaves power�consuming
hazards on internal signals� Another advantage of hazard�
free logic is in delay testing with non�robust tests ���� ����
This is bene�cial in self�test for delay faults ����� A possi�
bility� not explored in this paper� is the combination of bal�
anced delay and hazard �ltering techniques� We may �rst
minimize the delay unbalance without adding any buers
and only by adjusting delays of gates� The circuit will then
have reduced duration of hazards� which can be �ltered by
adding delays to reconvergent gates�
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